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In a two-step process, polyelectrolytes are added to existing layer-by-layer (LbL)-constructed
polyelectrolyte multilayer films (PEMs), generating versatile new films as well as fundamental insights
into LbL assembly mechanisms. First, PEM swelling is affected by exposure to aqueous salt solutions
of high concentration, and second, polyelectrolyte is added to the swollen PEM at the same high salt
concentration. Our strategy is illustrated by adding poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS) to poly
(diallyldimethylammonium chloride)/PSS PEMs swollen by NaCl, the rebuilding steps tracked by the
quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation, or QCM-D, approach. From the swelling after the first
step, the association free energy of polycation and polyanion units is derived, 7.0 kJ mol1. Swelling
by salt strongly affects the rate of attachment, depth of permeation, and rate of diffusion of PSS. At low
salt ([NaCl] less than 1 M for PEMs constructed at [NaCl] ¼ 0.5 M), PSS is added only at/near the
PEM surface, while at high salt ([NaCl] greater than 1 M for the same PEMs), PSS fully permeates the
PEM, contributing a PSS mass that can approach or exceed that already present; higher salt leads to
greater PSS uptake. Even with sizable PSS addition, uptake kinetics is closely diffusive, characterized
by surprisingly large and sharply [NaCl]-dependent diffusion coefficients (1014–1012 cm2 s1). The
kinetics at high salt concentreation offer no evidence of slow PEM reorganization, although at low salt
concentration, such reorganization remains possible.

Introduction
Electrostatically driven layer-by-layer deposition, LbL, has
attracted much interest due to its simplicity, flexibility, and
robustness.1 For the resulting polyelectrolyte multilayer films
(PEMs), a broad spectrum of applications, such as sensors,
optical devices, separation membranes, and drug delivery vehicles, have been proposed.2,3 The LbL assembly mechanism is
complicated, and depending on conditions, experiments reveal
a role for many factors.4 Two growth modes are known: linear
and exponential. Studies have examined LbL growth under
conditions of differing solvent quality,4 temperature,5,6 salt
concentration,7 pH,8 and polyelectrolyte charge density.9 Of
these, salt concentration affords the easiest manipulation of
growth mode and PEM morphology.10–13 Under low or salt-free
growth conditions, PEM thickness and mass rise linearly with the
number of deposited layers N; at high salt growth conditions,
thickness and mass increase exponentially with N. Various
explanations for the two growth modes have emerged, and
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among the factors cited are: (i) continuous increase in the area
active for adsorption;10,14 (ii) charge overcompensation and
polyelectrolyte conformation in the outermost layer;15 (iii)
increase of the charge penetration length;16 and (iv) in-and-out
diffusion of polyelectrolytes.17–23
Polyelectrolyte complexes (PECs), a related class of electrostatically assembled polyelectrolyte structures, spontaneously
form during the solution mixing of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes, and their formation kinetics combine a fast first step,
involving irreversible polyanion–polycation association, with
a slow second step, involving structural rearrangement mediated
by polyelectrolyte exchange with the surrounding solution.
When a guest polyelectrolyte (GPE) is mixed into a solution of
PECs, the GPE can either displace polyelectrolytes from the
PEC, a substitution reaction, or bolster PEC mass, an addition
reaction.24–26 Both scenarios entail complex intramolecular and
intermolecular rearrangements. PEMs support a similar substitution reaction. For example, dissolved poly(styrene sulfonate)
(PSS) has been reported to replace existing poly(methacrylic
acid) (PMA) in PMA/poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride)
(PDDA) PEMs due to the stronger electrostatic interactions of
the more highly ionized sulfonic acid units.27 The substitution
reaction of PECs has also been examined by thermodynamic
measurements.28 Mean-field theories suggest that polyelectrolytes will add to existing PEMs swollen by salt and
water,16 and the addition reaction will clearly alter the PEM
composition and internal structure. To our knowledge, although
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argued from theory, the addition reaction has not been verified
by experiment. From the fundamental perspective, observing the
addition will aid in the understanding of PEM growth, and from
the practical perspective, offer a flexible route to new PEM
functionalities. Going further, understanding replacement/addition reactions should yield insights into the stability of PEMs
exposed to salt-containing polyelectrolyte solutions.
The quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation method
(QCM-D), based on an acoustomechanic transducer principle,
noninvasively monitors the properties of surface films in real
time. By measuring the shifts in resonant frequency (Df) and the
energy dissipation factor (DD) of an oscillating sensor crystal to
which a film is adhered, adsorbed mass and mechanical properties information are obtained in situ. QCM-D has most
frequently been chosen to investigate protein adsorption,29 but
LbL assembly has been explored by the method as well.30–32
The present study demonstrates that dissolved PSS in an
overlying salt solution can adhere and then permeate PDDA/PSS
PEMs capped by PSS. The PSS uptake and transport processes
have been examined by QCM-D as a function of salt concentration for salt concentrations above the one used for PEM
construction. From the monitored Df and DD trends, the
swelling of PEMs by salt and the subsequent PSS entry and
permeation of PEMs by diffusion are quantified. Furthermore,
the polycation–polyanion association energy is calculated, and
the PSS diffusion kinetics fit to simple model equations.

Experimental
Materials
Poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS, MW  70 000 g mol1), poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA, 20 wt% in water, MW
 200 000–350 000 g mol1), and sodium chloride (NaCl) were
purchased from Aldrich and used as received. Polished silicon
wafers and quartz were purchased from Shanghai Wafer Works
Corporation. Water for rinsing and preparing all solutions was
purified with a Millipore Simplicity 185 purification unit (18.2
MU cm).
QCM-D measurements
The QCM-D system (Q-sense E1) consists of a fluid cell housing
a rigidly mounted, disc-shaped, AT-cut piezoelectric quartz
crystal with gold electrodes on its opposing faces. The cell
provides rapid, non-perturbing exchange of the probe liquid,
which contacts only one crystal face. Applying a RF voltage of
5 MHz across the electrodes excites the composite of the crystal
and any adhered film into the thickness shear mode resonance at
their coupled fundamental frequency f. Less than 3 nm (rms),
crystal roughness had no impact on f.33 Measurements of f and D
were obtained by switching the voltage to the piezoelectric crystal
on and off periodically.34 When off, the voltage over the crystal
decayed as an exponentially damped sinusoid. Numerically
fitting the decay to this mathematical form, the series resonant
frequency and the dissipation factor were obtained simultaneously. Serial measurements could be made at the rate of
voltage switching.
Soft matter adsorbed to the crystal surface creates a resonant
frequency shift Df, related to the attached mass Dm (including
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coupled water), and a shift in the dissipation factor DD, related
to the frictional (viscous) losses in this mass. The described
experimental system provided both film parameters at a time
resolution of less than 1 s. When the adsorbed mass is uniformly
distributed across the surface, unable to slip on the electrode, and
sufficiently rigid and/or thin to have negligible internal friction,
Df is proportional to Dm for small values of this parameter:
Dm ¼ 

rq lq Df
Df
¼ C
f0 n
n

(1)

where f0 is the bare crystal’s fundamental frequency when in
contact with water, lq and rq are the thickness and density of
quartz, respectively, C is the mass-sensitivity constant (17.7 ng
cm2 Hz1 at f0 ¼ 5 MHz), and n ¼ 1, 3,. is the overtone
number.35 The fundamental is defined by n ¼ 1. The preceding
form, known as the Sauerbrey equation, is not valid for most
PEMs, which are viscoelastic, since damping creates a neglected
energy loss within the film. For viscoelastic films, the dissipation
factor, characterizing this loss, is given by DD ¼ Edissipated/
2pEstored, where Edissipated and Estored are the energies dissipated
and stored, respectively, during one cycle of oscillation. Df and
DD data for n ¼ 3 are reported.
Due to the invalidity of the Sauerbrey equation for PEMs,
thicknesses were obtained by fitting data to the model predictions
of a Voigt mechanical representation (parallel spring/dashpot
arrangement) for the films. The fitting procedure is described in
the literature.12 In brief, the densities of both adsorbed polymer
and solution (water) were set to 1 g cm3, and the solution
viscosity was set to 1  103 Pa s.
The quartz resonators were first cleaned in an ammonium
peroxide mixture (5 : 1 : 1, water : NH3 (25%) : H2O2 (30%)) at
75  C, then rinsed with water, and finally dried in a stream of N2.
LbL deposition in the liquid cell was initiated by switching the
probe liquid from polyelectrolyte-free salt solution, at 0.5 M
NaCl, to a PDDA-salt solution (1 mg mL1, 0.5 M NaCl). The
PDDA was allowed to adsorb to the gold resonator surface for
25 min after which rinsing with water ensured uniform coating of
a positive charge. After this first adsorption of PDDA, PSS and
PDDA solutions (1.0 mg mL1, 0.5 M NaCl) were alternately
injected into the cell as continuous streams for 25 min, with each
solution crossover interrupted by a rinse with salt solution (0.5 M
NaCl). After eight paired deposition cycles, the PEM was
designated (PDDA/PSS)8; the last deposition was of PSS.
Salt swelling and PSS diffusion into (PDDA/PSS)8
After an assembly of (PDDA/PSS)8, a solution of the desired
higher salt concentration was injected into the liquid cell, and
when both Df and DD had stabilized (defined by Df and DD
fluctuations over 10 min of less than 3 Hz and 1  106,
respectively), a PSS solution of identical salt concentration was
injected into the cell. For the sequence of salt swelling and PSS
diffusion, Df and DD are reported as the average of three or more
measurements.
UV-vis characterization
Flat quartz substrates were immersed in boiling piranha solution
(3 : 1 mixture of 98% H2SO4 and 30% H2O2) for 20 min and then
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011

rinsed with copious amounts of water. (PDDA/PSS)8 PEMs were
assembled as just described.36 The PEM-coated substrates were
then exposed to NaCl-containing PSS solutions (1.0 mg mL1)
for a time (12 h) sufficient to reach steady state. After rinsing with
copious water and drying with N2, UV-vis spectra of the modified PEMs were collected with a Shimadzu UV-2450
spectrophotometer.

Results and discussion
Fig. 1 shows typical changes of Df and DD during (PDDA/PSS)8
LbL assembly (section A), subsequent swelling of the formulated
PEM by exposure to a high NaCl concentration (section B), and
PSS uptake into the swollen PEM (section C). For each section,
characteristic Df and DD shifts were recorded at high signal-tonoise as near-continuous functions of time t. As described in the
preceding discussion, negative Df is expected as mass adds to an
adsorbed layer, and here, the magnitude of Df for each section
was in the range of a few hundred Hz. Shifts of DD are more
pronounced, especially in section A, where dissipation oscillated
as the two polyelectrolytes were alternately deposited. Signal
transients occurred at the changeovers of liquid input streams,
but the transients were limited to a few seconds, allowing
extraction of the long-term kinetics associated with alterations of
the layer structure and composition.
Fig. 2 plots film properties as functions of N during section A.
The monotonic decrease of Df and the oscillated increase of DD
displayed in Fig. 2a are the expected trends that have been
described elsewhere.12 It has been shown that at this salt
concentration (0.5 M NaCl) the multilayer growth is exponential
in the first several layers, and then becomes linear afterwards
with a rather constant Df associated with each PSS deposition.12
This common feature has been attributed to the decaying excess
charge profile from the surface.16 Also in the linear regime, the Df
for each PDDA deposition is greater than that for PSS because
the former is more hydrated and exhibits stronger interactions
between the ion pair than the latter.37 PEM thickness H, plotted

Fig. 1 Shifts of Df (solid line) and DD (dotted line) during LbL deposition of (PDDA/PSS)8 at 0.5 M NaCl (section A), swelling of the
(PDDA/PSS)8 PEM in 1.5 M NaCl (section B), and PSS penetration at
1.5 M NaCl into the swollen PEM (section C).
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Fig. 2 Df and DD (a) and H (b) plotted as functions of N. Odd N is after
PDDA deposition and even N is after PSS deposition. Lines are to guide
the eye.

in Fig. 2b, was derived by the Voigt model fitting at n equal to 3,
5, and 7. The linear H rise for N > 3 is consistent with the linear
Df drop for the same N range, and similar linear PEM growth has
been much reported in the LbL literature.2,10 For (PDDA/PSS)8
(N ¼ 16), H reached 180 nm, sufficient for large QCM-D signals
in the subsequent salt swelling and PSS penetration experiments.
During the latter experiment, H is greater than the coil size, or
even the contour length, of penetrating PSS, which are estimated
to be 5 and 85 nm, respectively.
Upon exposure to 1.5 M NaCl, after a short transient, Df for
(PDDA/PSS)8 dropped rapidly over a period of several tens of
seconds even while DD rose over a slightly longer period (section
B of Fig. 1); both trends reflected PEM thickening by fast uptake
of small ions and water. Ion and its hydration water are
considered together in this work because contribution of each
separately to the Df cannot be determined. At this high salt
concentration, PEM swelling saturated to a steady state in 1
min. After achieving this state, a PSS solution of equal salt
concentration was injected into the liquid cell, and then, as
shown for section C of Fig. 1, Df and DD evolved over a period of
several tens of seconds, the magnitude of their changes
Polym. Chem., 2011, 2, 2581–2589 | 2583

comparable to or greater than those seen when the PEM was
previously swollen in salt solution. These Df and DD trends
establish further PEM thickening, but due to pre-equilibration
with solutions of the same salt concentration, the new thickening
can only be ascribed to PSS diffusion into the PEM. Another
important feature of the QCM-D data in section C is the large
increase in dissipation associated with the PSS adsorption step,
indicative of a more viscous film. This is opposite to that
occurring at each PSS deposition in section A and in QCM-D
studies on PSS/PDDA assembly by others,12 where a decrease in
dissipation indicates a less viscous layer. This difference can be
attributed to hydration water and small counterions: in section
A, the PSS deposited forms complex with PDDA and a lot of
small counterions and hydration water molecules are released,
resulting in a less viscous layer and decrease in dissipation. In
section C, however, when PSS diffuses into the PEM capped with
PSS, no extra PDDA is added to form a complex with the PSS,
and small counterions (sodium ions) and hydration water are
introduced into the PEM along with the PSS, resulting in a more
viscous layer and increase of dissipation.
To probe the swelling by salt and the uptake of PSS more
deeply, (PDDA/PSS)8 PEMs were swollen at different salt
concentrations before the uptake of PSS. The sesults are shown
in Fig. 3. Both swelling and PSS uptake increased as the salt
concentration rose above its value during PEM formulation.
At elevated [NaCl], Cl and Na+ ions of the contacting
aqueous solution partition into the PEM, where they establish an
internal equilibrium between solvated ions, intrinsically
compensated polyelectrolytes, designated as Poly+Poly, and
extrinsically compensated polyelectrolytes, designated as Poly+Cl and PolyNa+:38
k


þ

Polyþ Poly þ yNaþ
aq þ yClaq 4 ð1  yÞPoly Poly

þ
þ yPolyþ Cl
m þ yPoly Nam
+

(2)



where Poly and Poly are the positive and negative polyelectrolyte repeat units, respectively, y is the polyelectrolyte
fraction in extrinsic form, and (1  y) is the fraction in intrinsic

Fig. 3 Df during salt swelling and subsequent PSS addition to (PDDA/
PSS)8 at different constant [NaCl].
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form. That is, the higher ionic strength causes partial dissociation
of the PDDA/PSS complex formed in the multilayer. The
subscript ‘‘m’’ designates salt ions in the PEM that neutralize
polyelectrolyte charges, and the subscript ‘‘aq’’ designates salt
ions in the PEM that remain free. Because of partitioning equilibrium, chemical potentials for the latter match values in the
overlying solution and are well approximated by [NaCl]. An
equilibrium constant K can thus be written,
!
y2
y2
k¼
z
(3)
ð1  yÞ½NaCl2
½NaCl2 y/0
The product K[NaCl]2 dictates y, and for K[NaCl]2 [ 1, y
asymptotes to unity, leading to disassembly of the PEM, and for
K[NaCl]2  1, y remains linear in [NaCl],
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
yz½NaCl K
(4)
Fig. 3 reveals a shift of Df with increasing [NaCl] for section B,
and the measured trend, made more explicit in Fig. 4, tracks
almost linearly with [NaCl] as predicted by eqn (4). A reasonable
starting assumption is that the fractional change in Df is
proportional to NaCl uptake, i.e., y  Dfsalt/DfPEMs, where Dfsalt
and DfPEMs are the respective frequency shifts observed during
salt swelling and after original deposition of (PDDA/PSS)8. A
plot of y vs. [NaCl] derived under this assumption is given as the
inset to Fig. 4, and the inset data are well fit by the linear
equation y ¼ 0.237([NaCl]  0.5)  0.026. The fit’s small offset at
[NaCl] ¼ 0.5 M can be explained in three ways: (1) some extrinsic
sites were trapped during PEM growth due to sluggish polyelectrolyte diffusion; (2) some intrinsic sites were trapped during
swelling, again due to sluggish polyelectrolyte diffusion; or (3)
the experimental estimate of the extrinsic fraction is not quantitatively correct. (The ratio of water uptake to salt uptake may
change over the course of swelling.) Going further in this analysis, if during swelling Df is strictly proportional to the overall
mass uptake of the PEM, the inset’s slope can be combined with
eqn (4) to find K. Inserting the obtained value, 0.056, into the

Fig. 4 Impact for section B of [NaCl] on Df for a (PDDA/PSS)8 PEM
formulated at 0.5 M NaCl. The inset plots y (approximated from Df as
described in the text) vs. [NaCl] for the latter above 0.5 M.
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expression DG ¼ RTlnK1, reveals that the association free
energy for the pairing of PDDA and PSS repeat units is 7.0 kJ
mol1, in line with a previous report.39 This simple analysis’
success implies that the association energy is not measurably
impacted by [NaCl]. Note that values along the inset’s y-axis are
appreciable in comparison to unity; a substantial fraction of
polyanion–polycation contacts are displaced by salt even when
the salt concentration is only moderately above the one
employed for PEM construction.
Steady state Df values for section C are plotted as a function of
the salt concentration in Fig. 5, and their increased magnitude at
higher salt concentration illustrates the importance of PEM
swelling to PSS uptake. For the (PDDA/PSS)8 PEMs assembled
in section A from 0.5 M NaCl, no PSS uptake in section C
occurred for [NaCl] at or below 0.5 M, this absence presumably
attributable to the large electrostatic repulsion between excess
PSS chains at the PEM surface and PSS chains in solution. This
barrier falls with rising the salt concentration, and consequently,
PSS chains attach at higher salt concentration until a new barrier
of approximately the original height re-develops, again blocking
the PSS attachment. Since chain adsorption to PEMs is irreversible,40 the attachment process cannot be understood by
thermodynamics alone. Further, within the PEM bulk, rising salt
levels enhance the extrinsic compensation of polyelectrolyte
charges, leading to greater polyelectrolyte mobility as well as
more opportunities for PSS to displace Cl in Poly+Cl pairs. As
neutralizing small ions in the PEM are released by growing
intrinsic compensation, entropy is gained; each absorbed chain
frees to the overlying solution twice as many counterions as the
chain’s total number of fixed charges, since release is from both
polycation and polyanion. Better quantifying the entropy gained
by counterion release is difficult, as unambiguously distinguishing a neutralizing ion from a free ion is not trivial, and ions in the
PEM may be hydrated differently than ions in the overlying
solution.
Evidence of enhanced PSS uptake at high salt concentration
was also gathered by UV-vis, as illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows
spectra taken at steady state for section C. The spectra show the
characteristic PSS absorbance maximum at 225 nm consistently

Fig. 5 Steady state Df value for section C as a function of salt
concentration.
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Fig. 6 UV-vis spectra of (PDDA/PSS)8 after 12 h immersion in PSS
solutions of different [NaCl]. Absorbance of the 225 nm peak is plotted
against [NaCl] in the inset.

increasing with salt concentration, confirming the uptake trend
deduced from QCM-D. Closer examination of either UV-vis or
QCM-D data, but especially the latter, reveals weakening of the
uptake’s salt dependence for [NaCl] > 1 M, suggesting a possible
change in the uptake mechanism. A similar crossover in the salt
dependence has been reported in PEM formation, with PEM
growth becoming less dependent on salt concentration when this
concentration exceeds a high threshold.11,12
To elucidate better how salt controls PSS uptake in section C,
thicker (PDDA/PSS)12 PEMs were prepared by LbL depositions
at 0.5 M NaCl, and after swelling at salt concentrations of 0.75
and 2.5 M, PSS uptakes for the new PEMs were compared to
those for (PDDA/PSS)8. Section B and section C QCM-D
parameters for both PEMs at the two salt concentrations are
listed in Table 1. HA is the initial film thickness, and DfB represents the mass uptake for Section B. If the taken up mass is
distributed uniformly across the films, DfB is proportional to HA;
on the other hand, if DfB is the same irrespective of film thickness,
uptake probably occurs only at/near the film surface, presumably
as a modified layer of thickness independent of the film thickness.
So the ratio DfB/HA is a good indicator of whether the behavior is
surface- or bulk-related. In 0.75 M NaCl, for example, the ratios
of DfB to HA for (PDDA/PSS)8 and (PDDA/PSS)12 are much the
same, 0.14 and 0.15, respectively. This similarity convincingly
argues that small ions (and their associated water molecules)
uniformly penetrated both PEMs. However the trends for section
C at steady state are less straightforward. In 2.5 M NaCl, the
ratios of DfC to HA for (PDDA/PSS)8 and (PDDA/PSS)12 are
comparable, 5.2 and 5.0, respectively, again showing full PSS
penetration. However in 0.75 M NaCl, DfC is essentially the same
for the two PEMs, indicating incomplete penetration, with
uptake likely constrained to surface zones of equal thickness.
Furthermore, the times to reach steady state uptake were similar
for the PEMs at 0.75 M NaCl, but at 2.5 M NaCl, the uptake
time was larger for the thicker film.
The substantial mass of PSS added at high salt argues for
permeation of the polyelectrolyte across the PEM. The magnitude of the addition can be seen in Fig. 6, where at 2.5 M NaCl,
Polym. Chem., 2011, 2, 2581–2589 | 2585

Table 1 Sections B and C QCM-D parameters for (PDDA/PSS)8 and (PDDA/PSS)12a
steady state Df (Hz)

PEM thickness (nm)

(PDDA/PSS)8

(PDDA/PSS)12
a

[NaCl] (M)

HA

HB

HC

DfB

DfC

diffusion coefficient D
(1014 cm2 s1)

0.75
1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50
0.75
2.50

180

185
196
214
235
267
305
434

249
329
384
412
459
364
761

25
65
170
254
405
44
652

298
648
816
862
903
271
1548

5.0  0.5
5.5  1
170  40
400  100
420  100
46  3
700  200

296

Subscript A, B, and C indicates the value at the end of Section A, B, and C, respectively.

the 225-nm PSS absorbance peak approximately doubles during
section C uptake, suggesting a doubling of PSS mass. The QCMD data of Fig. 1 build the following picture: the sum of Df shifts
during the PSS additions of section A nearly matches the total Df
shift of section C, again indicating a doubling of mass. How so
much mass might be accommodated in only a portion of the
PEM is unclear. On the other hand, at low salt, the PSS addition
for section C is much less, and confinement of PSS mass to just
a portion of the PEM seems more reasonable. For example, at
0.75 M, the section C addition corresponds to just 20% of the
PSS mass in the as-formed PEM.
The preceding results help to clarify the LbL assembly mechanism (section A), and more specifically, they readily explain the
two growth modes described in the Introduction. At low salt
concentration, LbL thickness and mass increase linearly with N,
as polyelectrolytes are added mainly at/near the PEM surface. At
high salt concentration, the thickness and mass increase more
than linearly with N, almost exponentially, due to a surface and
bulk uptake of polyelectrolytes. The crossover salt concentration, 1 M NaCl in the current case, is likely sensitive to polyelectrolyte identities, and through the strength of
polyelectrolyte–ion associations, counterion identities as well.
Although in a different context, i.e., PEM addition rather than
LbL growth, these conclusions differ little from those of
Schlenoff et al.16
The Df vs. t curves of Fig. 3 admit a more quantitative analysis
of PSS uptake kinetics. Letting Df0 and DfN be the initial and
steady state section C values of Df, the ratio (Df0  Df)/(Df0 
DfN) defines a normalized addition parameter q that rises from
zero to unity with t. If uptake is diffusive, the small t slope of
a plot of q vs. t1/2 manifests the diffusion coefficient D,41

2
pH 2 Dq
D¼
4 Dt1=2 t/0

Under the stated approximations, a plot of q vs. Dt/H2, will thus
superimpose experimental section C uptake curves onto a single

(5)

Since PEM mass grows substantially over section C, the appropriate H value is the thickness at the start (HB). A typical q vs. t1/2
plot, that for (PDDA/PSS)8 at 2.0 M NaCl, is given in Fig. 7, and
from the slope of the initial linear region, D ¼ 4.0  1012 cm2 s1,
a value larger than most previous D measurements for PEMs,42
an unsurprising comparison since the PEM here was swollen 30%
beyond its as-formed thickness by salt. Applying the same
transient diffusion approach, Table 1 reports D at various salt
concentrations for the two PEMs. There are two main sources
2586 | Polym. Chem., 2011, 2, 2581–2589

for systematic error incurred: (1) neglect in modeling of the
change in H, and (2) the linear region for the q vs. t1/2 plot was not
perfectly defined. Based on these considerations, especially the
relationship between D and H, the error associated with each D
value was estimated and is also listed. Immediately obvious for
(PDDA/PSS)8 is an almost two-orders-of-magnitude jump in D
as [NaCl] rises from 1.0 to 2.0 M. Above and below this jump, D
appears approximately constant. For (PDDA/PSS)12, D at high
salt concentration (2.5 M) is approximately the same as for
(PDDA/PSS)8, when the uncertainties associated with them are
taken into account, but at low salt concentration (0.75 M), there
is an order-of-magnitude discrepancy, suggesting a non-diffusive
uptake process or an unexpected thickness-dependence to D at
this condition. Further complicating low salt interpretations is
a deviation from linearity at very small t (< 30 s) which might
presage a fast initial uptake process, or more simply, the time
needed to flush the QCM-D cell with the PSS solution.
If diffusion at constant D and H is maintained throughout
section C, the uptake will follow the theoretical Fickian form,
#
"
X
8 m¼N
1
ð2m þ 1Þ2 p 2 Dt
q¼1 2
(6)
exp 
p m¼0 ð2m þ 1Þ2
4H 2

Fig. 7 PSS uptake for (PDDA/PSS)8 at 2.0 M NaCl plotted as q vs. t1/2.
The initial slope reflects D.
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theory curve. Fig. 8 illustrates the predicted collapse for all salt
concentrations studied at the two PEM thicknesses; the values of
D are from Table 1, with no effort expended to fit the full
nonlinear experimental curves to theory. One further complication is the large aggregated magnitude of PSS uptake, which at
steady state, is sufficient to almost double H for some salt
concentrations. The theory instead assumes H is constant. In
Fig. 8, the problem is handled simply by averaging the initial and
final values of H, an approximation that could slightly mar the
expected superposition. Notwithstanding this concern, remarkably good superposition of the experimental curves is found, and
the superposed curves essentially bracket the theory curve. These
trends almost conclusively establish that PSS uptake is diffusioncontrolled, with a single D dominating the diffusion. Of particular importance is the collapse of uptake curves for PEMs of
different H.
Closer examination of Fig. 8 uncovers small discrepancies that
admit, for some experimental conditions, the possibility of
secondary uptake effects. As already mentioned, at low salt
concentration the initial PSS uptake is not linear, a feature not
immediately evident in the expanded format of Fig. 8. The
deviations are consistent with elevated D at early times. An
obvious explanation is faster diffusion in a more highly saltswollen surface region than in the PEM bulk; once PSS has
penetrated this surface region, diffusion slows down. Modeling
of the diffusion in this case would require a two-layer PEM
model, not considered here. Further, some of the experiments
were not of sufficient duration to reach PSS saturation; in such
cases, much better experiment-theory agreement can be obtained
by adjusting DfN upward to account for the lack of saturation.
Despite such details, the diffusion in PEM dominating the
uptake is clear. No evidence is found, at least for high salt, of any
slow PEM reorganization that would limit the rate of PSS
uptake; at low salt concentration this possibility remains,
although for the conditions examined any effect would be small.
Different PEM organizations/interactions at high and low salt
concentration (above and below 1 M) offer a clear explanation
for the gross D trend.

Fig. 8 Section C uptake curves for different salt concentrations and
PEM thicknesses.
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The identity of the diffusive process that dictates D is not
established. Naively, since PSS uptake kinetics were examined, D
might be assigned to PSS migration within a fixed PEM matrix.
However, nothing in the current study conclusively makes this
assignment, and other possibilities exist. For example, the rate of
PSS migration might be limited by PDDA diffusion. In such
coupled diffusion scenarios, PDDA and PSS molecular weights
did not vary in this study, and would both significantly impact
the value of D; ongoing experimental studies are addressing this
possibility.
Several alternatives to diffusion-controlled uptake kinetics
were assessed, and in particular, the biexponential addition
kinetics considered for PECs24,25 was pursued for PEMs. In this
scenario, q vs. t data are fitted to the sum of two exponentials,
introducing three adjustable model parameters (two decay rates
and a factor weighting the relative amplitudes of two exponentials). The biexponential model affords an excellent fit to all
section C data sets, better than those found by the diffusioncontrolled depiction. However, the latter introduces only one
fitting parameter (D), and the value of this parameter is in line
with expectation; the physical interpretations of the biexponential model’s parameters are less clear. The biexponential model
might be superior at very low salt concentration (less than 0.75
M NaCl), where there is limited evidence for uptake by
a combination of diffusion and PEM reorganization, but the
data for this condition are too limited to reach definite
conclusions.
The principles underlying salt-mediated polyelectrolyte uptake
into existing PEM can now be discussed with some confidence.
Salt at a concentration above that used for PEM construction
quickly swells an existing PEM, the salt partitioning into and
across the PEM almost uniformly; perturbations are restricted to
interfacial zones near the solid substrate and the solution surface.
The overall swelling is well described by a mass action law that
shifts the existing charge pairing balance toward greater extrinsic
compensation with rising the external salt level. Along with ion
hydration, the weakening and reduced number of contacts
between the oppositely charged hydrophilic polyelectrolytes
favors water adsorption. Swelling of the PEM bulk by counterions and water is accompanied by redistribution of the existing
PSS surface excess into the PEM bulk. The reasons for this
redistribution go beyond enhanced PSS mobility: the swollen
matrix affords greater configurational freedom (thus raising the
chain entropy) and heightened counterion concentration
(lowering the PSS chemical potential). Eventually, the PSS reequilibrates to approximately uniform concentration across the
PEM (including the surface zone).
When the salt-equilibrated PEM is next challenged with PSS
solution, as the previous PSS surface excess was lost by saltswelling, there is no longer a significant electrostatic barrier to
PSS adsorption, enabling PSS uptake that eventually generates
a new barrier, one of approximately the same height as the one
maintained before salt swelling. With adsorption at the surface
rapid, redistribution of PSS by diffusion across the PEM
becomes rate-limiting. As this process proceeds, a raised
concentration of PSS remains at the surface, just as happens
during LbL assembly. In all likelihood, this surface excess
develops for thermodynamic reasons, perhaps as previously
proposed for LbL assembly, because of the greater
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configurational freedom for segments in a surface zone.16 Ultimately, the new electrostatic barrier precludes additional
adsorption and PSS uptake stops.
A key part of this argument is diffusion-controlled equilibration of PSS across the PEM. PSS chains inside the PEM appear
to have sufficient mobility after salt-swelling to diffuse and mix
uniformly across the PEM bulk in a timescale of seconds to
minutes. Although the level of PSS mass uptake is not thermodynamically controlled, the PSS captured within the PEM
readily equilibrates, which leads to approximately constant PSS
concentration (again, surface excess is expected).
Although the mechanism appears clear, the factors that dictate
the level of uptake and the rate of uptake are hard to quantify.
While higher salt concentration favors greater PSS uptakes,
predicting the level of uptake will require a better understanding
of the interactions within the PEM, especially those involved in
the delicate interplay of ion-pairing near the PEM surface, where
enhanced chain configurational freedom must be ultimately
responsible for the electrostatic barrier to PSS adsorption.
Quantifying the factors controlling diffusion within the PEM
bulk is an equally daunting task, one that must consider the
complex coupling of polycation and polyanion mobilities as
mediated by the dynamics of counterion exchange. The high
diffusion coefficients found here at high salt concentration
suggest surprisingly facile transport, at polymer mobility more
typical of a moderately concentrated polymer solution than
a polymer solid.
As the concentration of salt drops toward the value employed
in PEM construction, equilibration of PSS within PEM at steady
state appears incomplete. Incomplete equilibration is illustrated,
for example, by PEM thickness-independent mass uptake,
a result suggestive of a finite zone of PSS surface enrichment.
Presumably, at low salt concentrations, swelling of the PEM bulk
by salt is insufficient to accommodate the entire existing PSS
surface excess, and consequently, any subsequent PSS addition is
lessened. But more importantly, equilibration of the added PSS
across the PEM bulk is not achieved. This low salt regime was
not extensively explored in the current study, and its limits are
not yet defined. While thickness-independent mass uptake was
observed at 0.75 M NaCl, uptake kinetics at this salt constant
were consistent with diffusive redistribution of mass across the
entire PEM. The apparent discrepancy argues for a gradual
crossover, not a sharp change, in uptake dynamics at 0.75–1.0
M NaCl.
The most striking indication of a change in uptake dynamics is
seen in D, plotted in Fig. 9 as a function of [NaCl] for (PDDA/
PSS)8. A two orders-of-magnitude rise in D begins somewhere
between 1.0 and 1.5 M [NaCl]. Although large changes of PEM
thickness occur during uptake at high [NaCl], an effect responsible for the large plotted uncertainties in D, these uncertainties
are minor compared to the almost two-orders-of-magnitude
upward shift in D. The steepness and magnitude of the rise argue
for origins in the increased transience, with rising salt, of intrinsic
contacts between PDDA and PSS. Analogies might be found in
the dynamics associated with lateral diffusion of surface-bound
polymers of high molecular weight, where similar transient chain
contacts determine D; in each case, a small molecule displacer at
concentration insufficient to desorb the chains can increase
lateral mobility.
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Fig. 9 D as a function of [NaCl] for (PDDA/PSS)8.

Fig. 10 Mechanism of swelling and PSS addition at low and high salt
concentrations.

The dynamics of PSS uptake considered here differ only in
detail from those offered by Schlenoff et al.16 in the context of
LbL growth; at high salt, both depictions envisage that polyelectrolyte motions allow equilibration across PEM thickness. In
essence, the two polyelectrolytes, sometimes viewed as approximately layered in the original PEM, mix by diffusion throughout
the PEM bulk, excepting a layer of surface excess for one, here
PSS. At low salt concentration, mixing is confined to a finite
surface zone. A major distinction is, of course, the definition of
high and low salt, referenced here against the salt concentration
of PEM construction. Fig. 10 offers a pictorial view of polyelectrolyte mixing.

Conclusions
Exposure to elevated salt concentration facilitates a dramatic
addition of one polyelectrolyte to a previously constructed PEM,
in some cases causing a doubling of the polyelectrolyte’s mass in
the PEM. The addition at high salt, defined relative to the salt
concentration of PEM construction, is rapid, with diffusive
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011

uptake across the PEM characterized by D as large as 4  1012
cm2 s1. At lower salt concentration, the uptake is less dramatic,
and the penetration of polyelectrolyte across the PEM is slower
and probably incomplete. Nevertheless, in either salt situation is
the uptake sufficiently rapid to make this new two-step approach
practical as a means to tailor PEM composition and reactivity,
necessary in many proposed PEM applications. Indeed, although
the modification is gross rather than incremental, the effort to
rebuild a PEM is not much greater than that required to deposit
an additional layer via the LbL technique. A key to this approach
is careful control of the salt concentration, which dictates the
extent of pre-swelling and, in turn, the added mass and the time
for steady state addition. The findings provide fundamental
insights into the LbL assembly mechanism. Future reports will
discuss the impacts of molecular weight, salt identity and polyelectrolyte concentration.
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